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Abstract: Following COVID-19 exposure, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) recommends a
10–14-day quarantine for asymptomatic individuals and more recently a 7-day quarantine with a
negative PCR test. A university-based prospective cohort study to determine if early polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) negativity predicts day 14 negativity was performed. A total of 741 asymptomatic
students in quarantine was screened and 101 enrolled. Nasopharyngeal swabs were tested on days
3 or 4, 5, 7, 10, and 14, and the proportion of concordant negative results for each day versus day
14 with a two-sided 95% exact binomial confidence interval was determined. Rates of concordant
negative test results were as follows: day 5 vs. day 14 = 45/50 (90%, 95% CI: 78–97%); day 7 vs. day
14 = 47/52 (90%, 95% CI: 79–97%); day 10 vs. day 14 = 48/53 (91%, 95% CI:79–97%), with no evidence
of different negative rates between earlier days and day 14 by McNemar’s test, p > 0.05. Overall, 14
of 90 (16%, 95% CI: 9–25%) tested positive while in quarantine, with seven initial positive tests on
day 3 or 4, 5 on day 5, 2 on day 7, and none on day 10 or 14. Based on concordance rates between
day 7 and 14, we anticipate that 90% (range: 79–97%) of individuals who are negative on day 7 will
remain negative on day 14, providing the first direct evidence that exposed asymptomatic students
ages 18–44 years in a university setting are at low risk if released from quarantine at 7 days if they
have a negative PCR test prior to release. In addition, the 16% positive rate supports the ongoing
need to quarantine close contacts of COVID-19 cases.
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1. Introduction
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused by the novel
coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, first reported in Wuhan, China, on 12 December 2019 [1]. The
disease was declared a global emergency by the World Health Organization on 30 January
2020 and a global pandemic on 11 March 2020 [2]. COVID-19 is primarily spread by
respiratory droplets, with an estimated reproduction number (R0 ) of 2.8–5.5 [3], which
suggests COVID-19 is more transmissible than seasonal influenza, with an R0 of 1.8 [4].
While the majority of individuals with a symptomatic infection have mild symptoms,
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the case fatality rate is approximately 1% [1,2], making COVID-19 more pathogenic than
seasonal influenza pandemics with a case fatality rate of approximately 0.01% [5].
Since effective pharmacological interventions are limited, public health measures
including social distancing, isolation, and quarantine are employed to limit spread of the
virus, reduce infections, and prevent deaths. Isolation separates infected individuals, and
quarantine separates asymptomatic individuals who have had contact with a COVID-19
case [6]. Currently, there are no prospective studies demonstrating the benefit of quarantine
to prevent COVID-19 infections. A recent Cochrane review includes modeling studies
that consistently suggest isolation of infected individuals and quarantine of contacts is
beneficial, with 44–88% of cases averted and 31–63% of deaths, although the authors rated
the evidence of certainty as low [7]. Additional prospective studies, especially in university
settings, are warranted so that informed decisions can be made with regard to quarantine
status of students.
The CDC currently recommends a 14-day quarantine [6] based on an early report
from WHO-China, suggesting a mean viral incubation period of 5–6 days with a range of
14 days [1]. Recently, among asymptomatic individuals, a 10-day quarantine, or a 7-day
quarantine with a negative PCR test was determined to be acceptable by the CDC [6].
Rather than relying on prospective studies, this recommendation is based on modeling
studies (pending peer review) [8,9], showing the post-quarantine transmission risk was
approximately 4% at 7 days with a negative test and 1.4% at 10 days without testing.
Given the limited data supporting these recommendations, the need to understand the
applicability for students in the university setting, and the negative financial, emotional,
and logistical impact of an extended quarantine period [10], the purpose of this study
was to test the hypothesis that consistent testing throughout the quarantine period might
reliably predict day 14 outcome and therefore could be used to determine if asymptomatic
students might qualify for a shortened quarantine duration.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Design
Screening, Testing and Tracing to Accelerate Restart and Transition (START) is a
prospective cohort study. Quarantined students were enrolled between 24 September 2020
and 24 November 2020, with the last student completing their 14-day quarantine on 6 December 2020. Per the Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved protocol (NCT04573634),
each student who entered quarantine was invited to participate in the study. Individuals
who elected to participate were called by study personnel, and the consent process was
performed over the telephone with an emailed consent document. At study entry, concierge
testing was scheduled by UK HealthCorps and conducted by an outside vendor who went
to the student’s location. Test results were transmitted to UK HealthCorps. Students
received a $10 gift card for each PCR test completed, which was emailed to them after they
completed the study.
Age, gender, symptom status, and the outcome of the viral PCR test were provided to
the study team by UK HealthCorps. Participants were emailed a survey to characterize
COVID-19 exposures, including length of exposure, whether the exposure was a household
contact, and whether there was direct physical contact or sharing of secretions. Surveys
were initially administered at enrollment, and non-responsive individuals received up to
two additional attempts spaced 2 weeks apart.
2.2. Study Population
Participants were students at the University of Kentucky who were >18 years of
age, asymptomatic, and quarantined for 14 days due to a close contact with a known
COVID-19 case. Participants were required to enroll within 3 days of exposure but were not
required to have a negative test at study entry. Participants were excluded from the study
population if they had a psychiatric illness or social situation that would limit compliance
with study requirements.
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2.3. Testing
SARS-CoV2 nucleic acid amplification test (NAAT) testing was performed by a commercial vendor (WildHealth) utilizing a laboratory developed qPCR test on nasopharyngeal
swab on days 3 or 4, 5, 7, 10, and 14 of the quarantine period. Nucleic acid was extracted and
purified from the sample using an automated system (Kingfisher, ThermoFisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA). Two regions of the SARS-CoV2 N-gene specific RNA were identified by LDT specific primers and amplified (TaqPath™ 1-Step RT-qPCR Master Mix) and
detected using a quantitative RT-PCR reaction (QuantStudio 5, ThermoFisher Scientific).
2.4. Oversight and Funding
The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (accessed on 17 June 2020) (NCT04573634)
and approved by the University of Kentucky IRB (UK #59793). Study conduct was in
accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practice
guidelines. The only exclusions from the analyses were three individuals who were
ineligible because they refused to quarantine. Gift cards were provided by the University
of Kentucky COVID-19 response team, and the Markey Cancer Center supported the
statistical analysis.
2.5. Outcomes
The START study opened on 17 June 2020 with the primary endpoint to determine
the penetrance of COVID-19 in Kentucky by assessing the prevalence of IgG antibodies to
SARS CoV-2. It was amended on 18 September 2020 to add a student quarantine cohort
and two secondary endpoints were added: (1) to determine PCR positivity over a 14-day
quarantine period; and (2) to determine if PCR negativity on days 3, 5, 7, or 10 by standard
of care testing predicts PCR negativity on day 14.
2.6. Sample Size
The main goal of the study was to estimate the proportion of concordant negative
test results from earlier days vs. day 14. The planned total sample size of 100 students
completing a 14-day quarantine provides an estimate of overall positivity rate, rates on
specific days of quarantine and the proportion of concordant negative results for each day
versus day 14 with a two-sided 95% exact binomial confidence interval with a width that is
no larger than 30%.
2.7. Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were calculated to summarize demographic and student exposure
characteristics. The proportions of concordant negative test results between days 5, 7, and
10 versus day 14 were estimated along with two-sided 95% exact binomial confidence
intervals. A McNemar’s test for these paired time point results was utilized to compare the
proportion of negative results on earlier days versus day 14.
3. Results
Total enrollment at the University of Kentucky is approximately 30,000 students.
Between 24 September 2020 and 24 November 2020, a total of 741 students was invited
to participate; 331 declined participation, 324 were unreachable, 3 refused to quarantine,
and 101 students enrolled. After enrollment, two students refused additional testing and
withdrew. Age, gender, and symptoms status were available for 99 students. Nine of these
students did not formally withdraw but did not complete the survey or testing. Study
participants are described in Table 1. The median age of study participants was 21 (range
18–44) years. There were 68 female (69%) and 31 male (31%) participants, with 33/99 (33%)
being exposed to an asymptomatic individual, 43/99 (43%) being exposed to a symptomatic
individual, and 23/99 (23%) not knowing the status of their contact.
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Table 1. Characteristics of study participants # .
Ever
COVID-19
Positive

Remained
COVID-19
Negative

No COVID-19 &
Result

Gender

Age

Female

68

10

52

6

Male

31

4

23

4

Median

21

Range

18–44
Exposure to Symptomatic Individual

No

33

1 (3%)

27 (82%)

5 (15%)

Yes

43

7 (16%)

32 (74%)

4 (9%)

Status Not
Known

23

6 (26%)

16 (70%)

1 (4%)

Household Contact
Yes

39

4 (10%)

31 (80%)

4 (10%)

No

41

7 (17%)

31 (76%)

3 (7%)

Missing data *

19

3 (16%)

13 (68%)

3 (16%)

Unmasked Exposure Time
<1 h

18

1 (6%)

17 (94%)

0

1–3 h

30

5 (17%)

20 (67%)

5 (17%)

>3 h

32

5 (16%)

24 (75%)

2 (6%)

Missing data *

19

3 (16%)

13 (68%)

3 (16%)

Direct Physical Contact
Yes

24

3 (13%)

19 (79%)

2 (8%)

No

56

8 (14%)

43 (77%)

5 (9%)

Missing data *

19

3 (16%)

13 (68%)

3 (16%)

Exchange of Secretions
Yes

18

3 (17%)

14 (77%)

1 (6%)

No

62

8 (13%)

48 (77%)

6 (10%)

3 (16%)

13 (68%)

3 (16%)

Missing data *
* Did not complete survey;

&

19
#

Did not have testing; Excludes 2 students who withdrew after enrolling.

The study population completed a median of four PCR tests. Overall, 14 of 90 (16%)
had at least one positive test while in quarantine. Of the 14 students testing positive,
7 individuals tested positive initially on day 3 or 4, 5 individuals on day 5, and 2 individuals
on day 7. No students tested positive initially on day 10 or 14. The rates of concordant
negative test results among those who completed tests from earlier days and day 14 are as
follows: day 5 vs. day 14 = 45/50 (90% concordant negative, 95% CI: 78–97%); day 7 vs.
day 14 = 47/52 (90% concordant negative, 95% CI: 79–97%); day 10 vs. day 14 = 48/53 (91%
concordant negative, 95% CI: 79–97%). A McNemar’s test for these paired time points did
not reach statistical significance (p > 0.05), indicating no evidence of differences in negative
rates between earlier days and day 14. There were no instances where a negative test in
earlier days was discordant with a positive result on day 14.
Being exposed to someone with an asymptomatic infection may be associated with
lower risk of transmission, with only 3% (1/33) of these individuals developing an infection,
while not knowing the symptom status of the case to which they were exposed appeared
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to increase the risk with 26% (6/23) developing a COVID infection. Of the other contact
measures, only unmasked exposure time appeared to influence the risk of transmission,
with only 6% (1/18) of individuals exposed for less than an hour developing an infection.
4. Discussion
This is the first prospective study of students in a university setting assessing a
testing strategy to predict day 14 positivity to evaluate the safety of shortened quarantine
recommendations for young adults. Since quarantine times are poorly adhered to, with
only 10.9% of quarantining individuals remaining at home in one report [11], a testing
strategy that allows for a reduction in quarantine time could lead to improved compliance
and reduce transmission. The 14-day quarantine in asymptomatic individuals is based on
the probability of exposed individuals developing symptoms, which is 50% at 5 days [12]
and > 95% at 14 [13]. In this study, concordance of negativity rates between day 5 and later
dates with day 14 were consistently high, ranging from 90 to 91%, and all quarantining
students who developed a COVID-19 infection were positive by day 7 post exposure.
Consistent with CDC recommendations [6], this study provides prospective evidence that
a negative COVID-19 test in young adults on day 7 predicts those unlikely to develop a
COVID-19 infection and supports the CDC recommendation that 7 days with a negative
test may be an adequate quarantine period in the university setting.
Our study demonstrated that the overall COVID-19 positivity rate in quarantining individuals was 16%. These results are consistent with a recent meta-analysis that evaluated the
transmission rate of COVID-19 among household contacts [14]. Including 40 publications
and more than 30,000 individuals, the authors estimated the overall household secondary
attack rate (defined as the number of new cases divided by the total number of individuals
exposed in the household) to be 18.8% (95% CI: 15.4–22.2%) [14]. We observed similar
transmission rates in our study for both household and non-household transmission in this
study, supporting the need for quarantine after exposure.
There are approximately 20 million students enrolled in institutions of higher education in the United States. Mental health issues are common among college students, with
25% being treated for anxiety or depression and suicide the second leading cause of death
in this population [15]. When institutions of higher education converted to almost complete
remote, on-line instruction in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, usual college activities
that foster engagement and belonging were also suspended, resulting in increased stress
and anxiety in most individuals and many concerns related to decreased social interactions
due to physical distancing. Isolation, including during a prolonged quarantine, may have
significant negative impacts on college students’ emotional health as well as the overall
vitality of colleges and universities [16,17]. Our results suggest that the quarantine period
could safely be reduced to 7 days for college-age students.
Strengths of this study include its prospective design with a priori sampling size
requirements designed to estimate rates with a specified level of precision. The resulting
concordant negative rate estimates and level of precision were consistent and are similar
across all timepoints. The primary limitation is a potential lack of generalizability as it
was conducted in a relatively young and asymptomatic population in a single geographic
university setting, and testing was performed by nasopharangeal swab. Whether these
findings apply to a wider population or other testing methods is not known. In addition, we
had a relatively large drop-out rate (11/101, 11%). Despite this, our negative concordance
estimates are precise and reliable and provide prospective confirmation of the current
modeling estimates that suggest a 7-day quarantine time is adequate in asymptomatic
low-risk individuals. This study contributes important data to support a critically needed
data-driven approach to COVID-19 related decision making [15]. Finally, as noted in CDC
guidelines, local public health departments guide local quarantine recommendations, and
decisions should be based on understanding and balancing the potential risk of shorter
quarantine periods and consideration of local circumstances in this evolving pandemic.
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